
The state can and should do more to
reduce teacher workloads by

providing well-structured curricular
resources so that teachers can focus
on the most important part of their

job: teaching. 

Establish a rigorous curriculum
vetting process that leads to more

Texas school districts utilizing higher-
quality, grade-level appropriate

materials in the classroom.

Curriculum Reform in Texas
A Call to Action

Many teachers are forced to
effectively do two jobs: first, create
the lessons, and then, teach them. 

This extra burden of curriculum
development is contributing to

teacher burnout. 

The majority of content being taught to
Texas students - over 80% - is below
grade level. As a result, students may
earn A's and B's in class but still fall
short when evaluated against grade-

level (TEKS) standards.
 

Incentives for Grade-Level Content

Training & Support  For Teachers 

Transparency for Parents

Teacher Burnout

Students Below Grade-Level

Parents Access to Materials

The Problems The Solutions

To maximize student performance, minimize low-quality content, and provide teachers
with necessary relief, the Legislature must pass SB 2565 (Creighton) and HB 1605
(Buckley) to improve the quality of classroom curricular resources. 

State policies should mandate a 
minimum transparency framework

for all curricular resources, designed
to allow parents to easily access all

content for classes in which their
students are currently enrolled.

Since lessons are often 
created without much lead time and
are rarely  available online, parents

can't access the resources needed to
help their child succeed at home and

have little ability to see what 
students are learning.

The majority of instructional materials used in classrooms do not meet grade-level TEKS standards.
This lack of access to appropriate curricular resources inadequately prepares students, places a
greater burden on teachers and creates barriers for parents to review classroom content. A state-
led curriculum supports public schools across the state, empowering teachers and parents while
closing the student achievement gap. 

Support SB 2565 and HB 1605

CoalitionForEducationExcellence.com

SUPPORT SB 2565 & HB 1605 
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